


Dahua is always a customer-oriented company. With great investment in innovation, Dahua 

aims to provide more leading products and solutions for all vertical markets. 

Dahua is delicated to create values for customers. With a comprehensive system of marketing, 

sales and services, Dahua is committed to provide better and faster-responding services for 

our customers.

                                                                        — Fu Liquan, Chairman of Dahua Technology



Dahua Technology Co., Ltd., a world-leading manufacturer and supplier of video surveillance 
solutions headquartered in Hangzhou, China, devotes itself in research and development of 
cutting-edge technology surveillance solutions over a decade. Both hardware and software are 
modular-designed with flexibility for different configurations, various scales of application and 
future expansion. 

Overview
The world-leading and advanced video surveillance solution 
supplier and top brand worldwide. 
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World Recognition  
> The 3   place of Security 50 ranking by a&s International in 2017 
> Dahua market share in video surveillance leaps forward to 2   place according to IHS report 2016
> Dahua global market share in terms of DVR and network security cameras ranks as runner-up and  
   4   place respectively
> Secutech Camera/DVR Excellence Award for consecutive years
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Registered Capital: US$187 million
Gross Asset: US$705 million
Staff: 13000
2016 Sales Revenue: US$ 1.93 billion
Annual Growth: 32.26%



Dahua Technology attaches great importance to R&D and keeps on investing 10% of its annual sales 
revenue on its R&D. There are over 6000 professionals working in R&D and together holding over 
800 patents, including 40 owned invention patents. 

Dahua was the first company in China to launch 8-channel real-time embedded digital video 
recorder in 2001; Followed with sound development, Dahua grows into a total solution provider, 
including front-end cameras to back-end devices, along with versatile softwares. To-date, there are 
six core technologies that Dahua accomplishes; they are technologies on embedding, image 
processing, storage, intelligence, network and pre-treatment. 
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Six Core Technologies

R&D Capability
Innovation brings about cool stu� and is the main driving force to 
keep things moving forward. 

R&D Capability
Innovation brings cool stuff and is the main driving force to keep 
things moving forward. 



 Lean Manufacture
> SMT Equipment from Siemens
> Automatic Optical Inspection

Strict Quality Control System
> Six Sigma
> Reliable Quality Control
> Green Manufacture Process 
> World Certificates: ISO 9001/14001/18000/UL/FCC/CCC/RoHS and etc.

Manufacturing / Quality  Control
If a product or service is deemed a piece of gorgeous dress, then QC 
is the stitches, which have to be consistent and cautiously made. 



Surveillance industry evolves rapidly and moves towards high definition, intelligent and integrated 
solution. Dahua’s vision is not only to “meet the trend”,  but also to “lead the trend”.

Dahua Technology provides products and solutions in video surveillance, intelligent transportation 
system, smart home and etc. It makes continuous efforts to refine both its hardware as well as 
software and to cooperate with other world-leading players in order to provide more integrated 
solutions and comfortable operating experience to customers. 

Complete Product 
Portfolio



Dahua advocates product inter-operability and actively involves in international standard commit-
tees, such as ONVIF, PSIA and HDcctv alliance in order to optimize the resources and maximize the 
value for the vertical industries and clients.Open

Meanwhile, Dahua Technology, as a key market player, is 
willing and open to cooperate with others and aims to 
build up scalable system, which is easy to expand, even 
across brands. 

THE BEST EVIDENCETM
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Success Stories
To-date, Dahua’s products are widely applied in many fields, such as banking, city security, energy, 
telecommunication, intelligent-building and intelligent-transportation. Numerous major projects 
have been installed with Dahua’s solutions worldwide.

 China APEC in Beijing Brazil Presidential Palace

Chile DoubleTree by Hilton 

Brazil Safe CityNorway AB DNB Bank

China G20 Hangzhou Summit Brazil Rio Olympics

Italy Italian Pescara PortMorocco Economic Pillar Industry

 Oman Lulu Mall

Poland City’s Tra�c

Italy Luxury Hotel

 Dubai Shopping mall

A Trusted Partner
As a leading industrial company in China, what Dahua has been trying to do is to deliver a new 
image of “made in China”. Dahua has established sales, marketing and service network locally 
and globally. There are over 2000 partners around the world, exporting to 180 countries. Asides 
offices in mainland China, the company also has offices in Asia, the Americas, Europe, Oceania, 
Africa and others, responding to the markets with the best services and products. Mexico Public Transport of Guadalajara

Peru LAN Airline
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ENABLING A SAFER SOCIETY
AND SMARTER LIVING


